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2018 newsletter, 

After another brutal rules meeting, it sounds like everyone likes what I’m doing except when it pertains to their 

specific tractor. While everyone seems to have the super power of hindsight, I believe in a power of foresight in 

trying to fix a problem before it happens, and other times it’s trying stop the bleeding before all is lost. This is 

now come to the point of separation of puller and president. Since all the accusations of trying to sway the rules 

to favor my own tractor comes to my temporary retirement from competition within ECI.  

This rules meeting was very positive in a form of our club’s maturation. But within this job, there has to be a 

higher power, as some pullers are only concerned with today and not tomorrow. After more accusations of a 

slow turn to a dictatorship, while being the driving force behind the resurgence of ECI, this administration’s main 

concern is for class growth. I don’t wish to be the whipping post of everyone that doesn’t get there way. When 

something fails it won’t be the pullers that will be remembered for their foolishness; it’s the administration and 

the president that is made of a mockery. Therefore if no one else has the desire for leadership and I’m forced to 

stay as the commander in chief, there is going to be changes in the protocol of the way things are done. 

Fortunately, Craig (Kinzenbaw) kept mentioning the by-laws about term limits, and members kept talking about 

the board. After a review of the bylaws, we no longer have a board of directors. At this time, we have quad 

delegates, that being Scott Roshar, Craig Kinzenbaw, Tom Obrien, and Jeff Taylor. How the language got 

changed from directors to delegates is unknown and at this point doesn’t matter. But what it does mean, is the 

re-empowerment of the board of directors to take some weight off the president. Jeff was the first to resign and 

he appointed me to his position. Craig stepped down and chose Alan Mohr. Lastly Tom relinquished his position 

to Marty Kuhlman. We will be appointing the next director to make five to prevent a tie ruling, Scott will remain 

on the board as he is an active member in pull to pull operations and has a broad oversite of show production. 

These directors have been positioned by their love for ECI, unbiased opinion, general knowledge of ECI 

background and all classes offered, but don’t necessarily only stare down the hood of their own tractor. Rules 

will still be made by the classes, but will have to be approved by the board. Decisions are to be made for what’s 

best for ECI in the long run with no opinions shaped by any friends that it may affect; this is tractor pulling, 

nothing personal. Class delegates will be in charge of taking care of all complaints of their particular class, and if 

deemed ineffective or biased by the board they can be dismissed, and another delegate will be appointed. The 

board of director’s job is to create competition not domination. This board is set for the 2018 season. Any 

changes to the board that need addressed, will be handled at the rules meeting in November. 

ECI is welcoming four new classes: Farm Stock, 2.6 Diesel trucks, Super Stock 4x4 trucks, and Hot Street Semi’s. 

Rules can all be found on the website. The Semi rules are the most subject to change at the end of the 2018 

season, but if all goes well they will stay the same. New membership for all these classes will only be 150 dollars. 

LLSS will be allowing alcohol tractors to compete at the weight of 6450 and run against 6700lb diesels. Decubing 

will be allowed in this class now too, with the exception of IH400 series engines. If the LLSS tractors wish to have 

lighter weights in the future, rules need to be opened up to make weight loss easier, IE elimination of 
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transmission housings if they are running a ProFab/Atlas Max, but will be required to use a can, like component 

tractors do. Other options will be looked at too but this is just a potential scenario.  

The Too Hot To Farm new weights will be 11,500lbs with uncut tires and 10,750lbs with cut tires, with a review 

after four hooks. Speaking on behalf of the board of directors; we are all in agreement of the direction of the 

class. With the rising costs of performance components, we are asking you to buy $500-dollar tires to compete. 

Yes, we are sorry you already bought $5000-dollar tires, but your tires are still good, and can be resold or saved 

for a rainy day. We have all sent a charger up a pipe, burnt a set of pistons, etc. So, don’t give us your pity party 

on how crummy of a deal this is, just be thankful your tires have value. Cut tires will never be eliminated, but the 

board is who will be making the final call on any weight breaks.  

The 466 open will be 8,500lbs now. Lowell Kroneman will be able to run 9,000 at a reduced hitch height TBD for 

one year, bearing the sale of his tractor. Any one-time hook will be able to do the same for one pull, then if they 

wish to pull again, they will have to weigh 8,500. In 2019 more than likely no one will be able to run 9,000 this 

will be reviewed at the conclusion of the 2018 season. 

Matt Pundt’s pump will be legal for the 2018 season as well, with a review at the 2019 season rules meeting and 

is legal for PPL for 2018. 

To all competitors, and inquirers of the farm stock class; the rules are posted on the ECI web page. I’m sorry for 

the no P-Pump rule, but I’m not letting any P-Pump 6030 (or 5020/10 that never came with a P-Pump) come and 

be the most competitive tractor, mostly because it does not have the original 531. The tractors are required to 

have a farm appearance because of the identity crisis we are already facing with all of our other classes basically 

being an amoeba of tractors with roll cages. Every year we pull next to Prairie Pullers in Blairstown, and it is so 

nice to see the whole family pull some type of machine together. I know we won’t be able to achieve what they 

do, but we should be a step closer into that direction. As ECI rules has always been anyone under the age of 18 

will require the guardians consent and board approval. 

The 360’s will all be required to have a sealed 2.33” S3 Borg Warner turbocharger from Hart’s Diesel. If you 

already own one, they need to be sent to Harts diesel with 25 dollars to be sealed. In case of a protest, the 

questionable turbo will be sent to Harts for inspection and the competitor will be given a loaner turbo to 

compete with. Any engine 410 cubic inches or smaller, will be allowed to be decubed, along with 414 Dubuque 

Deere motors. Crossbreeding engines and tractors is now legal too. 

I truly a sorry that we all don’t see eye to eye on tractor pulling rules regulations and guidelines. We all have the 

same goal, of competitively pulling in an organization that fulfills promotors wishes of having a hired turnkey 

event; while giving our members a friendly community, with a respectable payout, set rules, and a 

nondiscriminatory atmosphere regardless of what class your pull. Hate away, but I have learned I can’t make 

everyone happy, nor should that be my number one goal. From what I seen at the rules meeting, no one is 

willing to make any sacrifices with anymore of their spare time to put towards being the president of the club. If 

you haven’t noticed by now, I have a passion for writing; I’ve wrote four movie scripts and a book, and haven’t 

done much writing beside newsletters, and a little standup comedy I did at the 2016 banquet. 
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Enclosed is this year’s payouts, per class and per place. I hope you can all see how we are continuously trying to 

compensate the pullers for their efforts. This year we will be having a $1000-dollar contingency fund for all 

points runners that finish the season with perfect attendance. Say if we had two pullers finish the season with 

perfect attendance with their machine they would receive each $500-dollars extra in their points fund.  

Ryan is working on a new website, along with the 2018 souvenir puller program; so, if anyone has big changes, 

whether you’re a new member, changing classes or tractor appearance, please let him know ASAP, so he can 

properly place you in the program. We are also considering a big screen to take to all the pulls. We will have it at 

Central City and Jesup this summer. It will be a mostly used for advertisement for our sponsors, our promoter’s 

sponsors, distances, upcoming schedules to display for fans in attendance. For those of you who are taking a 

step back from pulling or know someone that wants in on the action, we still have openings for flagmen and 

tech officials as our season keeps getting bigger every year. 

ECI is currently in negotiations with a title sponsor for the 2018 season! Special thanks to Jerry Crow, Arnold 

Motor Supply has pledged to ECI in the amount of $5000 to become the presenting sponsor of the ECIPA! This 

money will go towards a general fund to cover tech officials, t-shirts, programs, etc. These items will no longer 

need to come out of membership dues. Ryan is meeting with Arnolds in February to go over more details. This is 

a good thing for ECI and proves that ECI has a good thing going.  

Please remember, that if you lock in a new sponsor for the 2018 season, you will receive a 10% commission for 

your efforts, whether it be $500 or $5000 dollars. If you have any questions, please give Ryan a call or text 

anytime, 319-361-9665, or feel free to email pullecipa@gmail.com.  

We also have the 2018 tentative schedule posted on the website. We are excited to bring you some new venues 

as well as mixing up the classes at other shows. 

For 2018, we are also going to try to go paperless, and use email to provide updates, if you do not receive 

updates from ECI, please send an email to pullecipa@gmail.com and we will add you to the list. This will save the 

club hundreds of dollars in postage. 

Thank you, 

Wyatt Blackford  
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